
What People are Saying About  

Real Hope for Your Home 
“Many books have been written encouraging us to become ‘gospel-
centered,’ but few of those books move beyond the theory and into the 
nitty-gritty. Eric has written about the grittiest of mundane topics—family 
life, and yet he has done it with honesty, wit, and real-life instructions that 
guide us beyond the ‘what’ and into the ‘how’ of living the gospel at home. 
If you want to know how to bring grace into your home, this is the book 
for you.”  

— Steve Bezner, Senior Pastor, Houston Northwest Church 
 

“Even before I had children, I wanted to know all the ‘right answers.’ I 
wanted to get marriage and parenting ‘right.’ I sought for a book that 
would tell me everything I needed to know. This is not that book. It's about 
something even better! Put down all those books that claim they can tell 
you how to get it all right and read Real Hope for Your Home, where Eric 
explores with rich exposition and examples how Jesus' eternal and infinite 
rightness on your behalf changes everything.” 

— Lynna Sutherland, mother/author 
 

 “This was a great encouragement to me as a husband and father. Just to 
see that there are others (Eric gives great examples) that deal with some of 
the same issues my wife and I deal with in our household itself reminded 
me that I'm not on an island. Real Hope for Your Home is chocked full of 
important teaching and encouragement that could be so helpful to many, 
and I applaud Eric (and give glory to God for leading his thoughts) for his 
work.”  

— Jeff McCraw, father 
 

“Real Hope for Your Home successfully captures the reality we all 
recognize—modern family life is complex! Eric’s message that Hope is 
alive for us today refueled me with zeal. What a joy to be reminded of who 
we are via Eric’s vivid biblical reminders. Thank you, Eric, for this 
practical and accessible message.” 

— Tim Krause, church planter 
 

 
 



“Eric Wallace’s Real Hope for Your Home is a refreshingly down-to-earth, 
straightforward illustration of how the gospel can form and transform our 
homes and families. Wallace writes with the heart of a pastor, mixing 
theological analysis with relevant personal experience. The practical 
application suggestions in Part Three are especially helpful!” 

— Will Albers, Old Testament teacher 
 
 “If parents were doing what Real Hope for Your Home says to do, youth 
ministry would be a whole lot easier. Eric lives what he writes. He loves 
people and wants to see our families and churches healed, hopeful, and 
honoring God. This book is a plan to get the gospel deep into the heart of 
each member of the family and each member of the church.”  

— Nathan Scholl, Pastor, Christ Central Church 
 

 “Eric always keeps the gospel in view. He shows clearly that 
demonstrating the reality of God in marriage and family will prove that 
God can be trusted for everything. Real Hope for Your Home is easy to 
use and read.”  

— Sherwood Price, missionary, Northern Ireland  
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